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We are in the digital era, or to be very precise, in the generation of social networking, where a minor
infection becomes a status or where we are heading in the next moment is disseminated through
the social site platform. It is true that use of social networking sites like Facebook, Linked in and
Twitter gives immense pleasure and instant exposure about oneâ€™s life. But are you aware about the
security threats paired with them? Despite tight safegurarding of personal information over these
sites, users are still falling in the trap of identity thefts. Privacy on social networks has become a
buzzing topic of the current era.

Thieves and hackers will never plead for your passwords, but they can attack you by stealing your
identity. They have a knack to conduct their illegal business, but protecting oneâ€™s privacy on
Facebook and other social network sites can save him from grave consequences.

Adopting the procedures mentioned below will let down the unethical intentions of virtual exploiters. 

1. It is desired that passwords should be a combination of letters, numbers and alphabets and
should at least be 10 characters long.  Strong passwords are obstacles between you and the
thieves. Also, take note that tracing can be easy when your phone numbers and birth dates are set
as passwords. Variations in passwords for different sites can make you safe and secure.

2. Concern for personal information privacy is a must for every online user. Never socially share
phone numbers, pin codes, residential address or credit card details on the social networking sites.
Exposing these information are invitations to the hackers for stealing identity. Presence on the
virtual world is a mandate but you have to act smart to protect yourself.

3. Privacy on social networks can be maintained by not mingling with strangers. There might be
numerous persons who would like to make friends, but you should always avoid them. Their
acceptance might also invite threat.

4. Out-of-town trips are great but can turn out to be annoying as your properties become luring to
burglars and stalkers. Many of us like to brag about weekend trips on Facebook and social sites.
Beware! Do not do this, as there are chances that someone is waiting for this moment to fulfill his or
her mischievous plans. Be very selective about disclosing your updates, if you want to stay safe with
social network privacy

5. Child security is a major concern these days. Never use a photo of your child with his/her name.
Your child may be matured enough to use Facebook, but may not tell apart stalkers from your next-
door neighbors. Parents should investigate about a childâ€™s online moves and should not keep their
email address as primary contact for their childâ€™s account.

Hackers and exploiters earn using unauthorized methods and procedures. Identity thefts are the
core business of some people, motivating them to try unique and new ways to break security
barriers. No matter how firm security is laced with our accounts, unknowingly, we victimize
ourselves. But with websites up with their online management and continuous scanning of the web
for the personal information protection, they can offer you full-fledged social network privacy.
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To protect yourself from identity theft, its better to get instant privacy alerts whenever your privacy
on the internet is at risk. Enjoy real time online a privacy protection and a protect your privacy on
social networks and internet. Visit MyID at a www.myid.com
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